Many real-world phenomena are observed at multiple resolutions. Predictive models designed to predict these phenomena typically consider different resolutions separately. This approach might be limiting in applications where predictions are desired at fine resolutions but available training data is scarce. In this paper, we propose classification algorithms that leverage supervision from coarser resolutions to help train models on finer resolutions. The different resolutions are modeled as different views of the data in a multi-view framework that exploits the complementarity of features across different views to improve models on both views. Unlike traditional multi-view learning problems, the key challenge in our case is that there is no one-to-one correspondence between instances across different views in our case, which requires explicit modeling of the correspondence of instances across resolutions. We propose to use the features of instances at different resolutions to learn the correspondence between instances across resolutions using an attention mechanism.Experiments on the real-world application of mapping urban areas using satellite observations and sentiment classification on text data show the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Introduction
In many applications, supervised learning problems can be studied at different resolutions of observation. Data sets collected at different resolutions might differ in terms of the kind of features that they have and the availability of training samples at that resolution for the particular learning problem. Figure 1 shows the multi-resolution nature of data from two different example domains, namely, natural language processing and remote sensing. The first example considers the task of sentiment classification [9] on restaurant reviews. Sentiments can be analysed at the sentence-level or at the paragraph-level. The second example consid-ers a multi-resolution spatio-temporal data set [1] for the task of mapping urban areas using satellite-collected observations of locations on Earth. Satellites observe the Earth in a variety of spatial and temporal resolutions. Note that although a location might be urban at 30m×30m resolution, the constituting 10m×10m resolution instances may not all be urban, as shown in figure  1b . Similar examples of multi-resolution data can be seen in many other domains such as drug discovery [5] , image retrieval [10] and text categorization [11] .
Positive Review
The food is great and tasty. The hot dogs are especially top notch. The sitting space is too small.
Negative Review
The price was too high. The sitting area was too small. The food took a lot of time. Although the food was good.
(a) Natural Language Processing: Sentiment Classification. Colors blue and red denote sentences with positive and negative sentiment respectively.
(b) Remote sensing: Urban mapping. The middle image shows the extent of a coarse-resolution pixel marked as urban. The right image shows the constituting fine resolution instances that are urban. Figure 1 : Multi-resolution data sets for different application domains. In many cases, although the eventual goal is to label fine-resolution instances, obtaining sufficient supervision for fine resolution might be difficult. Coarser resolution supervision and unlabeled data might be relatively easier to obtain.
The performance of a predictive model is strongly dependant on the size and representativeness of the samples used to train it. One of the key challenges in supervised learning is the paucity of labeled training data. This is particularly prominent when we are trying to learn a model for fine resolution predictions. For example, in the sentiment-classification task, it is relatively cheaper to obtain training labels for the entire review than for individual sentences within the review. Moreover, the number of samples required to train an accurate model increases with (a) complexity of the chosen classifier and (b) the heterogeneity of the feature space. For example, consider the example of using satellite images to map the extent of urban areas on the surface of the Earth. Urban areas (and nonurban areas) are heterogeneous enough globally that they require complex models like deep neural networks to predict them accurately. This creates the need for large number of training samples which can be hard to meet in this application since manual annotation is the primary source of obtaining labeled data. Similar challenges occur in other application areas of predictive modeling where the scale and variety of data instances is large.
In this paper, we present a novel method to enhance the classification model trained with limited supervision on fine resolution using auxiliary information from coarser resolutions. Specifically, we assume that: 1) we have limited labeled data at both fine and each of the coarser resolutions and; 2) we have abundant unlabeled data across all resolutions. By leveraging the abundant unlabeled data available across resolutions, we can enforce consistency between the model trained on the fine resolution with the models trained on coarser resolutions. This acts as a regularizer for the fine-resolution model thereby increasing its robustness and generalizability. For example, in the sentiment classification case, we might have some positive and negative-sentiment sentences and similarly, some positive and negativesentiment reviews (paragraphs). In addition, we might have a large text corpus with features for both reviews and constituting sentences (multi-resolution unlabeled data).
The consistency between the fine resolution and the auxiliary coarser resolutions can be enforced by framing it as a multi-view learning [22] problem, where different resolutions can be seen as different views that describe the same data set. However, the key challenge in applying the multi-view learning approach in our case is the absence of one-to-one correspondence between instances from one view to the other. Furthermore, the number of fine-resolution instances that take the same class label as the corresponding coarse-resolution instance can be variable and may not be determined beforehand. We propose two strategies to handle this many-to-one correspondence between a pair of resolutions, coarse and fine: (1) Using a Multiple Instance learning (MIL) [3] approach, where the presence of even a single instance of the class of interest among the finer resolution instances makes the corresponding coarse resolution instance pos-itive; (2) Using the features of the coarse resolution instance and the corresponding fine resolution instances to compute the matching instances through an attention mechanism [7] . While the MIL strategy only allows the most positive fine-resolution instance to influence the corresponding coarse-resolution instance, the attention mechanism is more flexible and allows multiple fine resolution instances within a coarse-resolution instance to exert influence by assigning a relevance score to each based on their feature values.
Contributions
To summarize, we make the following contributions in this work:
1. We formalize the use of auxiliary coarse-resolution labeled and unlabeled data to enhance fineresolution classification models by considering it as a multi-view learning problem. 2. We propose a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) strategy to handle the many-to-one correspondence between instances of the fine resolution and instances of the auxiliary coarse resolutions. This method uses a stricter presence-based assumption that considers a coarse-resolution instance positivelabeled if at least one of the constituting fine resolution instances is positive-labeled. 3. We further propose a superior strategy to model the many-to-one correspondence, that considers more than one fine resolution instance to influence a given coarse resolution instance. This strategy uses an attention mechanism that assigns relevance to each fine resolution instance based on its feature value and the feature value for the coarse resolution instance. 4. Our proposed methods demonstrably improve the classification performance on fine-resolution instances for data sets from multiple applications: (1) land cover mapping, which is a problem of great environmental significance and; (2) sentiment classification which is an important problem in natural language processing
Code and Data repository
The code for the algorithms proposed in this paper along with the data sets used for evaluation can be found at the following link -https://github.com/2021rahul/Multi-view-Regularization-using-Attention-Mechanism
Related Work
Semi-supervised learning leverages abundant unlabeled data in addition to limited number of labeled training data to boost the performance of the learning algorithm. This involves some kind of assumption on the unlabeled data that is typically expressed as a reg-ularization. A common example is the cluster assumption which states that labels should not change within clusters of unlabeled points. As another example, manifold regularization [14] assumes that unlabeled instances that are similar in a transformed low dimensional feature space should have similar predictions. Transductive SVMs [6] learn decision boundaries should lie in low density regions in the feature space. Our work can also be viewed as an example of weakly-supervised learning [8, 9, 23] . In a weaklysupervised learning scenario, we have very few training samples that have exact labels corresponding to the target variable. However, we have plenty of weaklylabeled instances i.e we have an imperfect version of the target variable for these instances. The idea is that, by modeling the imperfection in the weak labels, we can mitigate the lack of (strongly-labeled) training data. However, the kind of weak supervision present in our problem setting, has not been studied previously, to the best of our knowledge.
Attention models, first introduced for the task of neural machine translation [12] have become an essential part of neural network models in many applications including Natural Language Processing, Statistical Learning, Speech and Computer Vision. The central idea of attention modeling is to selectively influence the prediction on a query instance based on other key instances. This is done by computing an alignment score between the query instance and each one of the key instances. The output score for the query instance is the sum of the values for the key instances, weighted by their respective alignment scores with the query instance. Recently, attention models have been used in classification problems with group-labels, where introducing attention mechanism has been shown to increase interpretability for the group-level prediction with respect to the underlying instances [13] . Another instance of using attention mechanism to capture hierarchy is in [15] , where a neural network is designed for document classification that incorporates the different hierarchical levels in the document, namely -word, sentence, document. At each level of the hierarchy, an attention mechanism selectively passes information from the most relevant instances of the lower hierarchy to the higher one. Both of these lines of work that use attention to model hierarchy work exclusively with coarse-resolution labels and focuses on coarse-resolution predictions, which is different from the problem setting in this paper, where our goal is to make predictions at the fine-resolution.
Method

Problem Setting
In this paper, we consider a classification problem, in which we are trying to predict a binary label at a fine resolution R 0 , using auxiliary information from coarser resolutions {R 1 , · · · , R K }. Data instances at every resolution 0 ≤ k ≤ K can be described through attributes (x, l, y) defined as follows
of the features observed in the kth resolution 2. Location l that describes the position of the observation. For example, in spatio-temporal data sets, this encodes the location in space and the point in time where each instance is observed. This location information is used to assign correspondence between instances across resolutions. 3. Label y ∈ {0, 1} that encodes the presence (y = 1) or absence (y = 0) of the class of interest at location l Goal: To learn classification model w 0 at the fine resolution R 0 that can take the features x 0 observed for an instance on that resolution and predict its corresponding label y 0 .
Training data: During the training phase, for each resolution k, we are provided a set
. In addition, we have a large region of unlabeled data where observations are available at every resolution i.e.; for each resolution 0 ≤ k ≤ K, we have features x k i for every observable location l within this region, forming a unlabeled training
Multi-view framework
The key idea of this paper is to regularize the fine resolution model trained with limited supervision by enforcing consistency of its predictions on unlabeled data with the predictions of models trained on other coarser resolutions. To this end, we learn classification models w k at every resolution k ∈ {0 · · · , K}. In particular, classifier f k (x k ; w k ) at resolution k with parameters w k models P r(y k = 1|x k ), where y k is the label at that resolution. We place no restriction on the actual form of f . It could take any form like LSTMs for sequence data or CNNs for spatial/image data or more traditional classifiers like a neural network with few hidden layers. However, instead of learning the classifiers at different resolutions independently, as would be the case in a conventional approach, we propose to use the large number of unlabeled data available on the same region of the field of observation to enforce consistency in predictions across resolutions and thus, make the models on different resolutions learn from each other. Thus, the objective function takes the following form,
The first term in the objective function is the loss over labeled samples at each resolution (fine and auxiliary coarse), which could take a standard form like crossentropy loss. The second term in the loss function is a regularization term that enforces the consistency of predictions between the fine resolution and each of the coarse resolutions on the unlabeled instances i.e.; L(T k l ; w k ) is the loss over the labeled training instances T k l on the kth resolution and the function D() captures the consistency of the predictions between a pair of resolutions (fine, coarse) on unlabeled data. λ k for each coarse resolution k is a hyperparameter fixed using cross-validation. The optimal parameters w 0 , · · · , w K are learned using gradient descent. Next, we design the consistency function D that captures the manyto-one correspondence between instances of different resolutions.
Defining consistency across resolutions
Defining the consistency function D is non-trivial because of the lack of an one-to-one mapping between instances across a pair of resolutions, as would be the case in traditional multi-view problems. Given a pair of resolutions -coarse and fine, one can define a manyto-one mapping of instances from the fine resolution to the coarse resolution by using a nearest neighbor approach. i.e.; every fine resolution instance is assigned to the coarse resolution instance with the closest location to it. Subsequently, the consistency of predictions on the unlabeled instances between a pair of resolutions boils down to defining the consistency between every coarse resolution instance and its corresponding fine resolution instances. In particular, the consistency term in equation 3.1 can be rewritten as,
where the summation is over all unlabeled instances i in the coarser resolution R k . Also, the set S i denotes the unlabeled instances in fine resolution R 0 that are closest in location to instance i from the coarser resolution. Thus, the objective function can be rewritten as,
In this work, we propose two strategies to define the consistency of predictions d() between a coarse resolution instance and its corresponding fine resolution instances: (1) Multi-instance learning and; (2) Attention mechanism 3.3.1 Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) solution Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [2, 3] considers the problem of learning predictive models to label groups of instances, in contrast to traditional settings where the goal is to label individual instances. Typical MIL classification settings operate under the presencebased assumption [2] which states that a group has a positive label when at least one of its constituting instances has a positive label and it has a negative label when all of its constituting instances have a negative label as well. Figure 2 shows a caricature for the MIL assumption. MIL forms an direct way to define function d() in equation 3.2 that models the many-to-one relationship between an instance of a coarse resolution and its corresponding instances in the finer resolution. Given an instance i from a coarse resolution k 1 and its corresponding instances S i from a fine resolution k 2 , the prediction for the coarse resolution label can be written in two ways -first using the model on resolution k 1 P r(y k1 i |x k1 i ) = f k1 (x k1 i ; w k1 ) Secondly, the label at k 1 can also be predicted using corresponding instances on k 2 using the MIL assumption.
Note that taking the maximum of the probabilities for instance-level for constituting instances is one way to implement the presence-based MIL assumption [4] . Thus, the function d() in equation 3.2 can be defined as,
Since we use gradient descent algorithm to learn the optimal parameters for our models, we want our objective functions to be differentiable and hence, in our implementation, the max function is replaced by its differentiable softmax approximation.
Group Labels
Groups ? Label
Test Group Training Figure 2 : Presence-based assumption in Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) settings. If a group has a positive label, at least one instance within it is positive. Conversely, a negative group is made of all negative instances.
Attention mechanism solution
While the multiple-instance learning approach is a logical way to model the many-to-one relationship between instances of different resolutions, it might be a sub-optimal way to share information through this many-to-one correspondence. There could be a large variation in the number of positive fine resolution instances within a coarse resolution instance. Thus, by defining correspondence based on just one instance (with the maximum probability) or even a fixed fraction of instances does not capture the exact relationship between the two resolutions. Instead, we propose to parametrize the learning of this relationship so that we adaptively learn the most relevant instances on the finer resolution to predict the label on the coarser resolution. Specifically, we propose a solution to allow the model to attend to different fine resolution instances with different weights. In our problem, we propose to use the concept of attention [7] to assign relevance to fine resolution instances in the context of predicting the label on the corresponding coarser resolution instance. In particular, given a coarse resolution instance i at resolution k 1 and corresponding fine resolution instances S i on resolution k 2 , the attention weight a j for every instance j ∈ S i is defined as,
where h k2 j and h k1 i are hidden representations for the instances obtained from models f k2 and f k1 respectively. For simpler models these could just be x k2 j and x k1 i . Also, square brackets such as [h k2 j , h k1 i ] denotes vector concatenation of the elements within. Given these attention weights, a representation for all instances in S i can be computed as j∈Si a k2 j h k2 j . This aggregated representative hidden state can then be fed into model f k2 to obtain the prediction for P r(y k1 i |{x k2 j |j ∈ S i }). The definition for consistency function d() in equation 3.2 is the similar as in the MIL case i.e.;
where f k2 is the part of the model f k2 that generates the predictions y k2 once the hidden states h k2 are computed. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the proposed attention based model and the computation of the corresponding objective function.
Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms on 4 real world data sets. Three of these data sets come from the application of urban area mapping in the remote sensing domain. The fourth data set considers the task of sentiment classification in the natural language processing domain. Table 1 shows the characteristics of these data sets. We only consider one coarse resolution in all of our data sets in this section, however, our methods are easily applicable when there is more than one source of coarse resolution data. 1. Urban mapping: Data sets D1, D2, D3 in table 1 correspond to the problem of urban mapping using satellite data for the cities Minneapolis, Madrid and Rome respectively. Our task in these problems is to use satellite-collected observations at a given location to determine if that location is urban or not. Different satellites observe the Earth at different spatial resolutions. In each one of our data sets, we consider observations from two publicly available [19] satellite sources -Landsat and Sentinel. Landsat data is coarser (30m × 30m pixels) and has more labeled data while Sentinel data is finer (10m × 10m pixels) and has less supervision. Our goal is to detect urban areas at Sentinel resolution. Training labels for this task are handcrafted using data obtained from Open Street Maps (OSM).
Sentiment classification: Data set D4 in table
1 corresponds to the sentiment classification task on movie reviews. Our goal in this problem is to determine the sentiment (positive or negative) at fine resolution i.e at the sentence-level using auxiliary data at the coarse-resolution i.e at the 
Fine resolution
Labeled data (X f )
Coarse resolution Labeled data (X c )
Inconsistency Loss
Loss on Coarse-Resolution Labeled Set
Loss on Fine-Resolution Labeled Set
Attention Module Figure 3 : Attention mechanism based solution to the multi-resolution classification problem. Rather than assuming that a fixed number of instances at the finer resolution contribute to the label at the coarse resolution, this model adaptively predicts instances at the finer resolution that are best suited to predict this particular coarse resolution instance. review-level. We use the Large Movie Review Dataset created by the authors in [16] . This data set has sentiment labels at the review-level. For sentence-level supervision, we use the limited labels curated by the authors in [17] for the same review corpus. All data sets will be made available through the author's personal website after publication, along with the code for the algorithms proposed in this paper.
Comparison with baselines
For our experiments, we compare the performance of our methods (Multi-Res MIL and Multi-Res Attention) against the following baselines -1. OnlyFine This method considers only labels from the fine resolution to train the model 2. SSRManifold [14] This method uses labeled and unlabeled data from the fine resolution. No coarse resolution data is used. Manifold regularization is a class of semi-supervised techniques where unlabeled instances close to one another in the feature space are expected to have similar predictions. Here, we use the formulation proposed in [14] using Euclidean distance and assuming a fully connected graph for computing neighborhood.
Propagate This method uses coarse-resolution
predictions to create pseudo-labels for the fine resolution. First, a classification model is learned on the coarse resolution and predictions are generated on the abundant unlabeled data on the coarse resolution. Now, these predictions are propagated onto the finer resolution to create pseudo-labels. If a coarse resolution instance is predicted positive, all fine resolution instances that correspond to it get a positive pseudo-label (and vice-versa). 4. Augment [18] This method, proposed in [18] , considers the problem of classification on multiple resolutions. In this method, the training set at each resolution is iteratively grown to include unlabeled instances that have consistent predictions between resolutions. Models are retrained after each iteration with the modified training set. In this case, consistency between resolutions is defined using the presence-based assumption of Multiple Instance Learning (MIL).
Base model
The ideas presented in this paper can be used with any base model. To keep comparisons fair, we use the same base classifier for all baselines and our two proposed methods. 1. Urban mapping: Here, we use a neural network with one hidden layer as the base model at each resolution. 2. Sentiment classification: Here, we use LSTM (Long short-term memory) [21] as the base model at each resolution. Individual words are encoded using word2vec embeddings [20] before feeding it into the LSTM model. Table 2 reports the average accuracy and standard deviation over 5 iterations for different algorithms on the data sets in table 1. As expected, OnlyFine does not perform well since it only uses the limited supervision available on the fine resolution. SS-RManifold goes one step ahead and uses unlabeled data in addition to labeled data from the fine resolution. Thus, its performance is slightly better than OnlyFine. Next, we have methods Propagate and Augment that try to sub-optimally combine the data from two resolutions. Propagate uses the pseudo-labels generated from the coarse-resolution model predictions for training the fine resolution model. Since not every fine-resolution instance within a positive coarse-resolution instance is positive (and vice-versa), these pseudo-labels are inac-curate and treating them as ground-truth to train the fine resolution model is sub-optimal. Augment also tries to leverage information from other resolutions, but it uses a max-aggregation from MIL to model the manyto-one correspondence between resolutions to check for confident instances in the unlabeled data. This is clearly not optimal as the number of corresponding instances in the fine resolution of the same label as the coarse resolution instance can vary. Moreover, this greedy approach of simply adding the instances where the models on different resolutions agree, to the labeled set is inferior compared to continuously updating the models based on consistency on unlabeled data, that the Multi-Res models proposed in this paper do. Multi-Res MIL uses the MIL assumption as well, so it performs similar to Augment. However, Multi-Res Attention uses the feature values to determine most relevant instances to assign correspondence between instances of different resolutions, thus making it very flexible to the number of positive fine-resolution instances within a positive coarse-resolution instance (and vice-versa). This is reflected in its performance gain over other baseline methods.
Results
Explaining predictions through attention weights
One of the key challenges in applying advanced machine learning models in many real-world applications is their lack of interpretability. . Since attention mechanism computes relevance over different elements, it has been found useful to identify the key elements that led to a given prediction from the model [13] , thereby increasing its explainability. Since our approach to use coarse-resolution data to improve fine-resolution models also uses attention mechanism, we can expect to see some explainability and confidence added to the model predictions by examining the corresponding attention weights. Figure 4 shows the attention weights learned for a few examples from both applications: urban mapping and sentiment classification. In the urban mapping examples, there are 9 fine resolution pixels within each coarse resolution pixel. Both examples have 4 coarse resolution pixels, whose boundaries are marked black. The attention weights are normalized for instances within each coarse resolution pixel, so that they sum to 1. The darker shade of red the fine resolution pixel looks, the higher attention weight it has.
Since attention weights are used to assign correspondence, we would expect that a urban coarse resolution pixel would have higher attention weights on urban fine resolution pixels and vice-versa. This can be clearly seen in the examples. In the example in figure 4b , the house is divided in 4 coarse resolution pixels, 3 of which seem to have multiple fine resolution urban pixels, from a visual inspection of the underlying Google Earth imagery. Thus, these coarse-resolution pixels will be predicted urban. Within these pixels, we can see that all the attention gets distributed among the fine resolution pixels that lie within the area of the house. The fine resolution pixels outside the area of the house get no attention within these urban coarse-resolution pixels. However, the bottom left coarse resolution pixel in this example has only a tiny overlap with the house and hence is non-urban. We can see that in this case, the model chose to put all its attention on a non-urban fine resolution pixel. Similarly, the attention weights learned on the sentiment classification task offer interesting explanations to the model predictions. The figure lists 2 positive and 2 negative reviews. The sentence that carried the most attention weight is highlighted. The examples clearly show the attention being put on the sentences that reflect the most synergy with the overall sentiment of the whole review. From the results in this section, we can conclude that, if coarse resolution data was also available for test instances, we can inspect the learned attention weights and use the consistency between resolutions to add confidence in the model predictions.
Effect of increasing labeled samples
Multi-Res Attention tries to leverage the labeled data from coarser resolutions along with abundant unlabeled data to improve the performance of a fine-resolution model that just uses limited labeled data on the fine resolution. As the number of labeled instances on the fine resolution increases, the gain obtained by using the auxiliary information from coarser resolutions reduces. We demonstrate this empirically by increasing the number of fineresolution labeled instances in data set D1 from 20 up to 2000. From the results in figure 5, we observe that the accuracy values for all methods increase as the number of fine-resolution labeled samples are increased. The benefit of using coarse-resolution information (over On-lyFine) through methods Augment and Propagate are lower in comparison to Multi-Res Attention for every value of the number of fine-resolution labeled samples. Finally, given enough number of labeled samples, On-lyFine will catch up to Multi-Res Attention in terms of its accuracy value.
Increasing model complexity through semisupervised learning
A key motivation for using semisupervised learning is that for many applications, simpler models do not suffice and we would like to use models with more parameters like deep neural networks. However, the more complex the model, the more samples needed to train it. Semi-supervised learning through auxiliary coarse-resolution information can be used to improve generalization performance of complex models that would otherwise have poor generalization performance due to limited fine-resolution labeled samples. To demonstrate this, we train a logistic regression model and an artificial neural network with one hidden layers on the data set D1. The ANN is a more complex model, so it is expected to overfit on the training data if we use only fine-resolution labeled samples. However, once we use labeled and unlabeled samples from the coarse resolution as well, it outperforms the logistic regression model, as shown in figure 6.
Conclusion
In this paper, we formalized the semi-supervised learning problem of using labeled and unlabeled data from coarser resolutions to aid models trained to predict phenomena on fine resolution as a multi-view framework. The multi-view framework helps to regularize the models trained on individual resolutions by enforcing consistency of predictions across resolutions on the large number of freely-available unlabeled data. Unlike traditional multi-view learning scenarios, the multi-resolution classification task involves a many-to-one correspondence between views of the data, which the proposed methods in the paper learn explicitly through multiple instance learning and attention mechanism. Experiments on publicly-available remote sensing and natural language processing data sets show the utility of utilizing coarse-resolution data through the multi-view framework. The attention mechanism solution also offers interpretability that might be useful in adding confidence to model predictions. Future work involves integrating this attention-based multi-view approach with state-ofthe-art classification models specific to sequence data such as in natural language processing or raster data such as in computer vision. what a surprisingly good movie this one turned out to be.
47%
well filmed, well edited, with plenty of well acted secondary roles. it is that and more. "i agree with those who say ""the movie celebrates the thrill of youthful inspiration.""" the film is a pleasant reminder that achievement may be born of ordinary roots. jake gyllenhaal, laura dern and chris cooper bring a little acting verve to story with several standard elements. the film belongs to inventor -underdog genre. some have declared this movie to be classic american hokey.
35%
bottom-of-the-freddy barrel.
"this is the worst film in the series, beating ""freddy's revenge"" for that title." a cheap-looking (with mediocre special effects), incoherent mess, with freddy turned into a punster.
he has one or two cool lines, but that doesn't save this illogical and sloppy sequel.
37%
leonard maltin compared this film to a mel brooks comedy.
he was far too kind to ms. rivers, and far too cruel to mr. brooks. not even the raunchiest mel brooks films are this tasteless.
at least they're genuinely funny.
this picture deserves a place on the hundred-worst list. 40%
Positive Review
Positive Review
Negative Review
Negative Review (c) Figure 4 : Attention weights learned by the Multi-res Attention model on examples from the urban mapping and sentiment classification applications. Attention weights are normalized so that the sum of weights on fine resolution instances corresponding to a coarseresolution instance sum to 1. In the case of urban mapping, there are 9 fine resolution instances within a coarse resolution instance. Boundary of each coarse resolution pixel is highlighted in black. The more red a fine resolution instance looks, the more weight it has. In the sentiment classification examples, the sentence with the most attention is highlighted. Colors blue and red denote positive and negative sentiment respectively. 
